Abstract: Optical side-effects of fs-laser treatment in refractive surgery are investigated by means of a model eye. We show that rainbow glare is the predominant perturbation, which can be avoided by randomly distributing laser spots within the lens. For corneal applications such as fs-LASIK, even a regular grid with spot-to-spot distances of ~3 µm is sufficient to minimize rainbow glare perception. Contrast sensitivity is affected, when the lens is treated with large 3D-patterns.
Introduction
A key benefit of femtosecond (fs-)laser technology is to provide micromachining at moderate pulse energies, resulting in minimal damage to the surrounding material [1] . This makes it a suitable tool also for medical applications. In clinical ophthalmology, the main focus is currently on corneal applications such as fs-LASIK [2] , but fs-lasers provide additional advantages for applications in deeper eye segments. Due to the nonlinear tissue interaction, the laser focus may, in principle, be set at any position within the eyeball. Therefore, fs-laser techniques are considered as a treatment for presbyopia [3] , for capsulorhexis and lens fragmentation [4] , or even vitreoretinal surgery [5] .
Although there are new approaches which use low pulse energies for local refractive index modifications [6] [7] [8] , current techniques rely on tightly focusing the fs-laser beam, resulting in photodisruptions with extensions of a few micrometers [9, 10] . To treat an extended area, a multitude of these disruptions has to be applied, usually performed by fast laser scanners. In ophthalmology, however, this could be a major drawback of fs-laser techniques, as the resulting laser pattern may act as an optical grating. Previous studies indeed report on perceptions of rainbow glare as a mild side-effect of fs-LASIK [11, 12] . Furthermore, a recent clinical trial investigated fs-modified contact lenses (CLs) to simulate the effect of a laser treated cornea or crystalline lens [13] . It was shown that the perception of rainbow glare increased significantly when CLs were treated with a regular grid. A simple implementation of randomly varying scan velocities, however, led to a significant decrease of rainbow glare perception.
Clinical trials are extensive research projects, limiting the amount of laser patterns that may be investigated. Moreover, numerical simulations are also not straightforward, as optical design software usually deals with either diffractive or refractive phenomena. Modeling the induction of rainbow glare by a grid within the cornea or lens, however, has to take into account both effects. Therefore, a model eye was developed to easily investigate different fslaser patterns within the cornea or lens. According to the above mentioned clinical trial, rainbow glare is the predominant optical side effect of fs-laser treatment. Furthermore, a decrease in contrast sensitivity was observed, which was below statistical significance, but might become more important when the crystalline lens is treated with multiple layers. Therefore, the focus of this study is on the investigation of these two effects. In particular, we do not address high order aberrations such as coma or spherical aberration, for which model eyes are usually designed in IOL research [14] .
Methods

Model eye
A sketch of the model eye is shown in Fig. 1 , and the specifications of the optical components are summarized in Table 1 . The artificial cornea is located within an indentation, which can be closed by a cover glass to serve as a humidity chamber. For the cornea, we chose an anterior radius of curvature (aROC) of 8.6 mm, as it allows the optional use of standard daily wear CLs, as used in the clinical trial [13] . In this study, however, customized rigid CLs (Boston ES®, Bausch & Lomb, USA) were used to simulate fs-laser treatment of the cornea. Despite of the humidity chamber, they provided more reliable results than the use of soft CLs in preliminary tests. The rigid CLs have ROCs of 8.6 mm on both surfaces (~0.0 D) and a thickness of 400 µm. This thickness is comparably large, but actually used to correct high hyperopia [15] . Moreover, it facilitates the axial alignment of the laser focus within the CL.
The pupil is centered on the optical axis and has a diameter of 3 mm, which is typical under daylight conditions [16] .The crystalline lens is made of Boston ES®. It has a refractive index of 1.443, which is close to the equivalent refractive index of the human lens (n = 1.435) [17] . The ROCs of the anterior and posterior lens surface are comparable to the study of Bakaraju et al., which used similar rigid CL material [18] . Asphericity of the optical components was neglected, as higher order aberrations were not investigated in this study. The artificial vitreous chamber is moved by means of a motorized translation stage (M126.PD1, Physik Instrumente (PI) GmbH & Co KG, Germany), providing an accuracy of 2.5 µm. A color CMOS-camera (DCC1645C, Thorlabs Inc., USA) beneath a glass window on the bottom of model eye serves as artificial retina.
Its resolution is 1280 × 1024 pixels at a pixel size of 3.6 µm × 3.6 µm, which is comparable to the cone distance in primate retina (2-3 µm) [19] . For symmetry reasons, only the central 1024 × 1024 pixels (3.7 mm × 3.7 mm) were analyzed, which corresponds to the size of the macula lutea (3-5 mm) [20] .
At far fixation, ray tracing simulations (ZEMAX-EE Version 10, ZEMAX Development Corporation, USA) yield an axial length (AL) of 25.4 mm with rigid CL and 25.7 mm without CL, respectively. Due to the high corneal aROC, this is slightly longer than the AL of Gullstrand's [21] and similar eye models, but still typical for 'long eyes' [22, 23] . Moreover, it matches an AL/aROC-ratio of ~3.0, which was found for emmetropic eyes [24] . All chambers of the model eye are filled with distilled water. To avoid air bubbles, the eye is assembled upside down, while the vitreous chamber is closely attached to the anterior eye segment. After water filling is finished, the model eye is attached to the translation stage in correct orientation, and the vitreous chamber is separated from the anterior segment. The resulting gap between both components requires upright operation. Therefore, a 5 cm-mirror was mounted directly above the eye at 45 degree angle for eye chart imaging. For laser treatment of artificial lenses or CLs, a fiber laser system was used, operating at a wavelength of 1030 nm. A detailed description of the laser can be found elsewhere [25] . For this study, it was operated at a repetition rate of 200 kHz and a pulse duration of 320 fs (sech 2 ). An external acousto-optic modulator (AOM) (MCQ40, AA sa, France) was used to step down the repetition rate to 25-100 Hz for periodic laser patterns. This was necessary to match the maximum velocity of the air bearing stage (ABL 1500, Aerotech Inc., USA), onto which the artificial lenses or CLs were attached for laser treatment. For this feasibility study, the air bearing stage provides better control and feedback than a 3D-scanner system, which would be required in clinical use. The initial beam had a diameter of 2.9 mm (1/e 2 ) and was focused by a 10× microscope objective (NA = 0.25). For this setup, threshold pulse energies for reliable photodisruptions in Boston ES® were E pulse ~600 nJ, verified under the optical microscope. All experiments were performed ~30% above threshold (E pulse = 800 nJ), yielding a spot size of ~5 µm (Fig. 2a) . For all samples, the pattern had a circular shape with a diameter of 4 mm. The investigation of different centering references was beyond the scope of this basic study [26] . Thus, all laser patterns were centered on the optical axis. Horizontal and vertical centering of the sample was monitored by means of a CMOS-camera, imaging the focal plane of the laser focusing objective. The resulting centering precision of the laser pattern was a few tens of µm.
Laser treatment
The investigated laser patterns are summarized in Table 2 . We chose spot-to-spot distances of 3 µm and 10 µm, which are also used in fs-LASIK [27] [28] [29] . However, at high repetition rates (~1 MHz), which are desirable to reduce time for treatments, current scanner technology is at its limit [25] . In this case, a line by line scan is the simplest strategy, as it avoids additional accelerations of the scanner mirrors along the scan line. Therefore, a line by line pattern within a rigid CL (CL10 µm ) and crystalline lens (1L10 µm , 3L10 µm ) were tested. Furthermore, we investigated the amount of rainbow glare when the optical axis (d spared = 2 mm) remains untreated (1 spared L10 µm ), as proposed by Lubatschowski et al. (d spared = 1 mm) [30] . For lower laser repetition rates (⪅500 kHz), more complex laser patterns may be applied, among which the most common is a spiral pattern [29] . Therefore, we tested spiral patterns with 1, 3 and 5 layers within the crystalline lens (1S10 µm , 3S10 µm , 5S10 µm ). In addition, two random patterns were applied. The first pattern (1R line 10 µm ) was the same as in the clinical trial of Peter et al. in order to verify the subjects' visual impression [13] . Furthermore, a random pattern (1R full 10 µm ) was applied (Fig. 2b) , having the same amount of spots as the regular grids (~125,000). Under the condition of a minimum next neighbor distance of 5 µm and a resolution of 1 µm, the air bearing stage was subsequently moved to each random position, by operating the external AOM in single pulse mode.
Optometry
As the model eye does not feature autofocus, images were acquired by moving the vitreous chamber in steps of 25 µm around the visual best focus. Then, the best focus position was determined from this image set by means of a customized LabVIEW-program (LabVIEW & NIVision 8.5, National Instruments Corp., USA), using the inbuilt Prewitt-filter. Further image evaluation was performed on this best focus image.
Rainbow glare was investigated by means of a high power LED (DRAGON-X® DX1-W3-865, Osram AG, Germany), which was placed on the optical axis at a distance of 3 m without ambient light. The illuminance level at the model eye due to the LED was set to 3.5 lux (lux-meter: Voltcraft MS-1300, Conrad Electronic SE, Germany), simulating high beams of an oncoming vehicle at night [31] . The best focus image of the LED was determined by a separate image set, acquired under ambient light conditions. Furthermore, white balance of all images showing glare was adapted to the LED (6500 K); brightness and contrast were similarly optimized for all images. To provide also an objective measure for rainbow glare, the pixel values of the raw images were numerically analyzed as follows. A pixel was marked as "rainbow glare" when the intensity of the RGB-channel to be analyzed was 25% higher than the other two channels. To determine the area which is irradiated by glare on the artificial retina, all "rainbow glare"-pixels were summed up. In addition, their mean value should provide a measure for its strength.
Visual acuity was investigated by means of Landolt rings (0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.15, 0.0, −0.1 logMAR), which were placed at a distance of 4 m. A 400W halogen floodlight was used as light source, providing a homogeneous illumination of the Landolt ring chart (~680 lux). Contrast sensitivity was evaluated by Landolt rings (1.2, 1.3 logMAR), which were placed at a distance of 0.5 m. At this distance, the intensity on the Landolt ring (black) and within (white) the ring reaches constant maximum and minimum values so that the actual contrast is measured. The test charts were numerically analyzed by measuring the highest and lowest pixel value along a line between two diametric points on the Landolt ring (dashed line in Fig.  8 ). Figure 3 shows the numerical evaluation of rainbow glare for all investigated lenses and CLs. Except for the random patterns, the mean value of the red, green and blue channels is relatively constant at ~30. However, the number of pixels-i. e. the area irradiated by rainbow glare-varies by 4 orders of magnitude.
Results
Comparing lens CL10 µm to 1L10 µm , the number of pixels is ~10 times higher, when the lens is laser treated instead of the CL. As shown in Figs. 4a and 4b , the diffraction orders are closer together, but the overall structure of the rainbow patterns looks similar. Therefore, the main reason for the larger number of pixels is the shorter distance to the retina, when the lens is treated.
Leaving the optical axis untreated (1 spared L10 µm ) reduces the number of pixels by a factor of ~10. Even better performance is obtained when using a spiral pattern. Figure 4c shows rainbow glare induced in lens 1S10 µm , where the strong colored line does not appear due to the rotational symmetry of the pattern. Overall, spiral patterns induce less rainbow glare than line by line patterns. However, strong rainbow colors still appear, when the lens is treated Fig. 3 . Number of pixels, for which the intensity of the RGB-channel to be analyzed is 25% higher than the other two channels; the ordinate shows their mean intensity value. Colors indicate the corresponding RGB-channel. For the lens with laser spots at random positions, the number of pixels is exactly zero. with multiple layers. This is exemplified in Fig. 5a , showing rainbow glare induced by 5 spiral layers within the lens. Figure 5b shows the induced rainbow glare, when the lens is treated with a single spiral pattern with 3 µm spot-to-spot distance (1S3 µm ). Due to the smaller grating constant, most of the dominant diffraction order lies beyond the artificial retina. The smaller grating constant also increases the grating efficiency. Thus, the number of blue pixels (Fig. 3) is ~3 times higher than for lens 1S10 µm , although only a small part of the diffraction order lies within the analyzed square (Fig. 5, dashed line) .
Although spiral patterns perform better than line by line patterns, even a single spiral (1S10 µm ) induces ~10,000 blue pixels. Thus, further reduction of rainbow glare is necessary, in particular, when considering multiple layers. For this purpose, Figs. 6a and 6b compare an untreated lens with a lens with random pattern (1R line 10 µm ) .
Although rainbow colors are nearly entirely suppressed, there remains a strong white line, leading to even higher RGB-values than for all other patterns (Fig. 3) . A higher degree of randomness is provided by lens 1R full 10 µm . The visual impression does not show rainbow glare at all (Fig. 6c) , and the numerical analysis indeed yields zero red and blue pixels. Only 43 green pixels are found, which is ~20 times less than the next best pattern (1S10 µm ). Figure 7 shows the numerical evaluation of contrast for different visual acuity levels. All single layer patterns with spot-to-spot distances of 10 µm show similar contrast for all acuity levels, whereas contrast decreases for 3 and 5 layer patterns and lens 1S3 µm . Figure 8 shows the visual impression for an untreated lens and lenses 3S10 µm , 1S3 µm . While 3 spirals with 10 µm spot separation do not change visual performance, it clearly degrades for lens 1S3 µm . The only lens which showed a similarly bad performance was lens 5L10 µm . 
Discussion
Our investigations have shown that rainbow glare may be a serious issue for fs-laser treatment in refractive surgery. However, corneal applications have to be clearly distinguished from applications in deeper eye segments. Concerning corneal fs-laser treatment, the situation is more relaxed. Recent fs-LASIK techniques use spot-to-spot distances of ~3 µm at pulse energies of a few hundred nJ [29] , while older techniques relied on ~10 µm patterns at a few µJ [11] . Previous studies report that rainbow glare perception was significantly reduced when ~10 µm-patterns were applied at low pulse energy [11, 12] . Moreover, glare was less pronounced in myopic than in hyperopic eyes, which usually have shorter ALs. Figure 5 confirms these results. Due to the small diffraction angle, the 10 µm-pattern (1S10 µm ) induces rainbow glare on the retina. In case of the 3 µm-pattern (1S3 µm ), however, most of the strong diffraction order lies beyond the artificial retina, although the pattern is located within the crystalline lens. Adding ~2.5 mm for the anterior chamber depth and ~1.5 mm for the semi-thickness of the crystalline lens means that all of the first diffraction order would lie outside of the retina. Moreover, the flap is opened after laser treatment, breaking up the stringent periodicity of the original laser pattern. Therefore, rainbow glare is a minor side-effect in fs-LASIK with spot-to-spot distances of ~3 µm.
The situation is different when considering lenticular applications. In contrast to fs-LASIK, laser spots within the crystalline lens are persistent. An animal study with rabbits reports that the laser pattern was still visible six months after treatment, though steadily fading [32] . In a 1-year follow-up with minipigs, the laser pattern turned out to be stable throughout the study [33] . Therefore, the 3 µm-pattern cannot be used due to bad contrast sensitivity (Fig.  8) . Moreover, due to the large corneal aROC, our model eye simulates 'long eyes'. For shorter ALs, an even larger amount of the strong diffraction order would fall on the artificial retina.
In clinical practice, additional side-effects have to be considered which are not simulated by the homogenous CL material used in our eye model. Although it has been shown that solid model systems such as gelatin or fused silica [34, 35] are better suited than water [36] , for example, they do not account for inhomogeneities of the corneal tissue and inter-subject variations [36, 37] . Especially, nonlinear phenomena such as self-focusing depend critically on actual tissue properties and focusing conditions [36, 38] . Furthermore, a recent study has shown that there is a difference in visual outcome between laser patterns which are centrifugally or centripetally applied [39] . This difference is explained by the deformation of the corneal tissue during laser treatment, which is also not described by the solid CL material of our eye model. Furthermore, we would like to point out that our study does not make a statement on refractive index contrast between the laser spots and the surrounding tissue. For example, it is not yet clear, if the laser spots within the crystalline lens are refilled by aqueous humor or remain hollow. However, microscope images of laser treated in vitro lenses (Fig. 9 ) look similar to laser treated CL material (Fig. 2) . Therefore, the likely difference in grating efficiency between laser treated crystalline lenses and CL material may only gradually influence rainbow glare and contrast sensitivity, respectively. Thus, random laser patterns seem to be the only solution to avoid rainbow glare of fs-laser treatment within the eyeball. This is also confirmed by the results of a one-year follow-up after implantation of an intracorneal inlay, which has a pattern of 8400 randomly distributed holes [40] . None of the patients reported perception of rainbow glare. The random pattern of lens 1R full 10 µm , providing a resolution of 1 µm, may be regarded as an optimum, as in clinical practice the positioning accuracy will be governed by lens movement or aberrations induced by beam propagation through anterior eye segments. Furthermore, Schumacher et al. indicate that even a real-time adaption of laser pulse energy might be necessary to account for inhomogeneities of the human lens tissue [41] .
Therefore, further studies, aiming at fs-laser treatment in deeper eye segments, will have to find a compromise between time for treatments and the degree of randomness to be applied.
Conclusion
As a conclusion, we have shown that rainbow glare is the dominant optical side effect in fsrefractive surgery. For corneal treatments, it can be avoided by spot-to-spot distances of ~3 µm. For fs-laser treatment of the crystalline lens, rainbow glare may nearly entirely be suppressed by a random distribution of the laser spots within the lens. Contrast sensitivity is affected when the lens is treated with more than 3 layers.
